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In [ 1, 21 Garabedian considered the “biharmonic kernel function” 
% 5) = -A,A,& <), 
where A, is the Laplacian with respect to the complex variable z, and /3(z, 5) 
is the Green’s function of a clamped plate. He showed that K(z, <) has the 
reproducing property 
for the Laplacians of all biharmonic functions U. The purpose of the present 
note is to construct a biharmonic kernel function which reproduces the bi- I 
harmonic functions themselves by means of an inner product which we shall 
introduce. For the sake of generality’, we shall carry out the construction on a 
finite Riemannian manifold of arbitrary dimension. 
1 
On a finite Riemannian N-manifold R, N > 2, let Hz be the class of non- 
harmonic biharmonic functions u, A% = A(Au) = 0, Au # 0, and let H be 
the class of harmonic functions h, Ah = 0, with A = d8 + 6d the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator. Given y, a E R, take small geodesic balls B, , B, , about y, a, 
respectively, with By n B, = ,@. Consider the function classes 
H,,‘-’ = {% E Hz, u1 1 8R = const, z+(a) = 0}, 
Ho = {h E H, h(a) = O}. 
* ‘I-his work was sponsored by the Faculty Grant-in-Aid program, Arizona State 
University. 
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Given u E H2, let h, E H with boundary values u on aR. Then h, - h,(a) = 
h E H,, and u - h - U(CZ) = u1 E H,,2. Thus we have the unique decomposition 
u = u1 + h + u(a), that is, 
H2 = Ho2 @ Ho @ [w 
with R the class of real numbers. 
We shall construct reproducing kernels in H,,2, Ho, and Iw separately, and 
then in H2. Let 01~ = aB, , a, = aB, , and choose biharmonic functions cry , 
a, on I?21 - y, Ba - a with positive fundamental singularities at y, a, respec- 
tively, normalized ja, * dda, = SE, * dda, = - 1, with all ,cxa positively oriented 
with respect to B, , B, . Denote by /3 = /3(x, y, a), y = y(x, y, a) the bi- 
harmonic Green’s functions on R - y u a with singularities cry at y, -ua at a, 
and with boundary data 
Set 
@, Y1 4 = A% Y, 4 - 13(x, Y, 4 
and (f, g) = jRf * g for f, g cL2(R). The function 
Kl(X, y, a) = +, Y, Q) - qa, Y9 4 
belongs to H,,2 and is a reproducing kernel in it: 
LEMMA 1. For u1 E Ho2, 
U,(Y) = WG(~, Y, 4, AU&~). 
Proof. Green’s formula gives for every u E H2, 
s aR- _ my % /3 * dAu - Au * d/3 = j--, --B A/3 x Au. Y (I 
As the geodesic radius p of B, tends to 0, we have for N = 2, 3,4, and >4, 
fi N p2 log p, p, log p, p--N+*, respectively, and @3/ap w p log p, 1, p-l, P-~+~, 
whereas the surface lement on CY,, is asymptotically proportional topNT1 for all 
N >, 2. A fortiori, the above integral jYa, + 0 and similarly s-Ma -+ 0, while 
JaR = 0, and we obtain 
(4% 4) = 0. 
For y E Ho2, 
u,*dAy - Ay*du, = s Ay*Au,, R-Bv-B, 
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where now JVol, + q(y), s-o. ---t -Z+(U) = 0 as oly and lya shrinking to y, a, 
respectively, whence 
(44 4) = %(Y)* 
The lemma follows. 
2 
To construct the reproducing kernel in H,, , let g, , g, be the harmonic Green’s 
functions on By , BO , with poles y, a, respectively, normalized by Jag * dg, = 
sa, * dga = - 1. Denote by pi , i = 0, 1, the harmonic principal functions 
[cf. 3, 41 on R - y u a with singularities g, at y, -g, at a, and with boundary 
data 
ap 2 aR=o, p, 1 aR = const, 
the additive constants being normalized by pi + g, -+ 0 as x -+ a. The function 
belongs to H,, and reproduces in it: 
LEMMA 2. For h E H,, , 
h(y) = (d&(x, Y, a), dh(x)). 
Proof. We have at once 
s aR-a,,-u,, h*dPo--P*dh=~RmB B dh*d(Po-Pp,)- v- a 
As all ,(Y, shrink to y, a, 
s h*dPo--Pp,*dh-tW, -%-% 
whence the lemma. 
As to the remaining space R, if for c, d E IF!, we take the inner product cd, the 
kernel 
K, = 1 
trivially reproduces. 
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3 
We are ready to introduce an inner product in the entire space Hz. Let u, 
v E H2, with the decompositions into components in H02, H,, , R, 
24 = Ul + h + U(a), v = Vl + h + v(u). 
Set 
(24, v} = (Llu, dv) + (dh, dh) + u(a) v(u). 
In terms of this inner product, the kernel 
qx, y, 4 = &(x, y, 4 + K2(.% Y, 4 + 4 
belongs to Ha and reproduces in it: For u E H2, 
{K u} = (& ,A$) + (dK,, 4 + &J(a) 
= %(Y) + h(Y) + uw = U(Y)- 
Thus we have proved: 
THEOREM. The function 
qx, y, a) = 6(x, y, a) - qa, Y, 4 + PO@> YY 4 - Pl(% Y7 4 + 1 
belongs to H2 and reproduces: 
U(Y) = vq? Y, 4 u(x)> 
for all u E Hz. 
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